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Deuteron breakup kinematics in BeAGLE event generator
Kong Tu [BNL]

● Single and double tagging
● Toy forward detectors
● Study of detector smearing & acceptance
● Different kinematic variables for spectator
● Follow-up: realistic simulations by A. Jentsch



Detection of SRC nucleons
F. Hauenstein [ODU/MIT]

● QE e+A -> e’+N+N’+(A-2)
● GCF+BeAGLE
● Near future: FSI study; g4e/EICROOT
● Longer term: tagged DIS at high p_miss

e+C e+C



Meson structure
R.Trotta; T. Horn[CUA]

● Sullivan process
● pion/kaon FF/SF
● FFQ and ZDC: dp

L
 /p

L
 ~10-4 , dp

T
 ~20 MeV, complete coverage to p

T
 =0

● Good hadronic calorimetry to for large-x resolution
● g4e: put virtual detectors at different z-locations in between the magnets 
● For p(e,e’K+Λ0)X, the decay products of the Λ0 must be tracked through the very forward 

spectrometer



Near threshold photoproduction
Spencer Klein [LBNL]

● Photo- and electroprod. Model in eStarlight
● Meson trajectories: a

2
+(1320) & Z

c
+(4430) 

○ Requires good instrumentation in the hadron-going direction
● Baryon trajectories 

○ Need to detect vector mesons with 
rapidity <~ beam rapidity

○ Implications for  baryon stopping



Diffractive dĳets

Introduction Di↵raction at HERA Factorization breaking Di↵ractive dijets at the EIC Conclusion

Di↵ractive photoproduction of dijets at the EIC
V. Guzey, M. Klasen, in preparation

Experimental conditions:
• Electron-proton collisions with 21 GeV ⇥ 100 GeV
• Di↵raction: MY < 1.6 GeV, |t| < 1 GeV2, xIP < 0.03
• Photoproduction: Q2 < 0.1 GeV2, 0 < y < 1
• Jet definition (⇠ H1): Anti-kT (R = 1), pT1,2 > 5 (4.5) GeV

Theoretical input:
• Improved Weizsäcker-Williams photon spectrum
• Photon PDFs: GRV HO
• Di↵ractive PDFs: H1 2006 Fit B. To do: Fit A, ZEUS, nDPDFs.
• Scales: µR = µF = p̄T . To do: Factorization breaking.

Important observables:

zobs
IP =

pT ,1 e⌘1 + pT ,2 e⌘2

2xIPEp
, xobs

� =
pT ,1 e�⌘1 + pT ,2 e�⌘2

2yEe
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Introduction Di↵raction at HERA Factorization breaking Di↵ractive dijets at the EIC Conclusion

Di↵ractive dijet photoproduction - direct and resolved
MK, G. Kramer, Mod. Phys. Lett. A23 (2008) 1885 [0806.2269]
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X : Central hadronic system
l : Large rapidity gap
Y : Forward proton (plus low-lying nucleon resonances)
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Direct Resolved
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Di↵ractive photoproduction of dijets at the EIC
V. Guzey, M. Klasen, in preparation
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Diffractive dijets can provide vital information:


Test of factorization in diffractive DIS


Additional constraint on the diffractive  gluon PDF 
both in proton and nuclei


M. Klasen

Simulations of diffractive dijets for the EIC



Inclusive diffraction

θ > 1°
0.001 < y < 0.96
β < 1
ξ < 0.4
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Kinematics for diffraction:

EIC possibilities : 


• Extend the HERA range towards large x

• Disentangle Pomeron/Reggeon contributions

• Pinning down the diffractive PDFs at large β

• First extraction of nuclear PDFs 

e-Au   EAu/A = 100 GeV,  Ee = 21 GeV,  L = 2 fb-1
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Pseudodata for the reduced diffractive 
cross section at EIC.


Possibility of high quality data within first 
few days of running of EIC!

A.Stasto



Coherent/incoherent vector meson production off nuclei
M.Strikman

M. Strikman et al. / Physics Letters B 626 (2005) 72–79 75

Fig. 1. Average number of neutrons for the incoherent production
of J/ψ in UPC of Au at RHIC as a function of the recoiled nu-
cleon momentum pN = √−t . The band indicates our estimate of
the uncertainties of the MC calculation.

which studied soft neutron production in deep inelas-
tic scattering of muons off lead. We obtained a good
description of these data [16] as well as of the various
data on production of neutrons in the proton–nucleus
scattering at intermediate energies. The dependence of
the average number of the emitted neutrons from the
residual nucleus on the momentum of the recoiled nu-
cleons is shown in Fig. 1. One can see from the figure
that for typical J/ψ transverse momentum in the QE
process ∼B

−1/2
J/ψN ∼ 0.5 GeV/c in average about four

neutrons per event should be emitted.
The cross section of the incoherent J/ψ photopro-

duction accompanied by the breakup of the residual
nucleus is given by the expression

(4)

dσ

dt dy
= A

dσγ+N→J/ψ+N(s, t)

dt

∑

Ci,k

ΦCi,kn(pN),

where s = 2γmNmJ/ψ exp(y) is the photon–nucleon
center-of-mass energy and the momentum transfer
−t = m4

J/ψm2
N/s2 + t⊥.

Fig. 2. The total cross section of the γ + p → J/ψ + p production
as a function of the Wγp = √

sγp . Experimental data from [17],
solid line—fit to the data using the parametrization of cross section
given by Eq. (5).

The cross section of photoproduction off nucleon
was parametrized by the QCD motivated formula with
free parameters fitted to the existing data [17]:

dσγN→J/ψN(s, t)

dt

= 280
[
1− (mJ/ψ + mN)2

s

]1.5( s

10000

) 0.415

×
[
Θ(s0 − s)

[
1− t

t0

]−4

(5)+ Θ(s − s0) exp(BJ/ψ t)

]
.

Here t0 = 1 GeV2 and the slope parameter for J/ψN

scattering was parametrized by the expression,

BJ/ψ = 3.1+ 0.25 log10(s/s0),
with s0 = 100 GeV2. This fit (Fig. 2) gives a good
description of all existing data. At the same time,
we found that the low energy extrapolation of the
Landshoff–Donnachie parametrization of the J/ψ N

cross section [18] which we have used in our previous
paper [12] to estimate coherent J/ψ photoproduction
off nuclei in the UPC of heavy ions significantly over-
estimates the value of cross section at rapidities away
from zero. Moreover, from our study of the low energy
coherent photoproduction of J/ψ off nuclear targets
[14] we find that it is more reasonable to use a larger

In most cases both breakup processes  are accompanied by  production of neutrons 
which could be detected in ZDC. 

Modeling was done in Zhalov , Tverskoi , MS and more recently by Larionov and MS. 

for quasielastic channel the average neutron multiplicity is ~4 neutrons. 

Average number of neutrons for the incoherent production of J/ψ in UPC of Au at RHIC as a function 
of the recoiled nucleon momentum and distribution over number of neutrons integrated over t. 
Tables of the distribution over number of neutrons in quasielastic process as a function of nucleon 
momentum was generated by Larionov. Shadowing effects were not included so far.

M. Strikman et al. / Physics Letters B 626 (2005) 72–79 77

Fig. 4. Integrated over rapidity (−3! y ! 3) the momentum trans-
fer distributions for the J/ψ in the coherent (solid line) and inco-
herent (dashed line) photoproduction in UPC of Au ions at RHIC
and the cross section of the incoherent photoproduction (shadowed
histogram) accompanied by neutrons.

nate the coherent and QE events by selecting differ-
ent transferred momenta. Actually, at t ! 0.01 GeV2
the contribution of the QE production (dashed line)
is small, however, the QE mechanism dominates at
higher t . The shaded histogram presents the incoher-
ent J/ψ photoproduction followed by the neutrons,
emitted due to the final state interaction of the re-
coiled nucleon. One can see that the QE J/ψ pro-
duction is accompanied by neutrons with a probability
very close to one. The only exception is the region
of very small momentum transfers where the energy
of the recoiled particle is insufficient to remove ex-
tra nucleons (in gold the minimal separation energy is
about 5 MeV). Generally, the ratio of the cross sec-
tion with emission of the one or more neutrons to the
total incoherent cross section is about 0.8. The de-
pendence of the incoherent cross section, integrated
over rapidity and momentum transfer, on the num-
ber of emitted neutrons is presented in (Fig. 5). The
distribution has a pronounced peak at multiplicity of

Fig. 5. The incoherent cross section for the J/ψ production in UPC
of Au ions at RHIC as a function of the number of accompanied
neutrons.

neutrons k = 2 and the long tail up to the k = 14. The
average number of the emitted neutrons is ⟨kn⟩ ≈ 4.5
with

√
σ 2 ≈ 0.68. Emission of one neutron is strongly

suppressed due to a small probability for a decay of
the hole produced by the nucleon knock out to pro-
duce just one neutron and a probability " 0.5 for the
knockout nucleon to produce a neutron while prop-
agating through the nucleus. A distinctive feature of
the neutron tagging of the incoherent J/ψ photopro-
duction is that it allows to determine which of the
nuclei acted as a photon target since the neutrons are
emitted by this nucleus. This enables one to resolve
the ambiguity between photon-emitter and photon-
target for a given rapidity, which is hardly possible for
the coherent case (at least on the event by event ba-
sis).
Another important point is that, in the first approx-

imation, the Coulomb field induced emission of neu-
trons in the coherent process does not depend on the
transverse momentum of J/ψ . Hence, this mecha-
nism can be quantified in the coherent production at
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Strong suppression of coherent J/ψ production observed by ALICE 
confirms our prediction of  significant gluon shadowing on the Q2 ~ 3 GeV2 . Dipole 
models predict very small  shadowing (SPb> 0.9).

SPb =


�(�A ! J/ +A)

�imp.approx.(�A ! J/ +A)

�1/2
=

gA(x,Q2)

gN (x,Q2)

Large gluon shadowing consistent with the leading twist theory prediction of FGS2012. 
LHCb data consistent with ALICE and CMS data.
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FGS+MNRT07
FGS+CTEQ6L

Contreras 2017
from peripheral AA data

No other data significantly  constrain gA(x~ 10-3) at relevant Q2 scale

SPb(x)  is extracted from the data by Guzey, Zhalov & MS 2014-2017
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Elastic production of J/ψ

Comparison of Leading Twist shadowing 
model with the UPC data from LHC
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Inclusive diffraction — intermediate suppression  between  ρ and J/ψ case - different for 
different final states - aligned jet vs larger pt final states.

Inclusive diffraction - impossible to measure t; more 
difficult to separate coherent and incoherent 
diffraction, and to measure diffractive mass (since 
typical masses at EIC are rather small)

 incoherent diffraction= (nucleus break up) + (production of hadrons )
�(t) / exp(5t) �(t) / exp(2t)

at -t >0.6 —0.8 GeV2 hadron production term wins

Both processes are sensitive to dynamics of diffraction.  

For example, breakup rate in Gribov - Glauber model for ρ-meson production strongly  
differs from STARlight Monte-Carlo (V. Guzey, E. Kryshen, M. Zhalov 2020)  

Challenges in VM production off nuclei:

Number of neutrons produced in 
quasielastic VM production off nuclei



Coherent and incoherent vector meson production
S. Klein [LBNL]

● White paper: J/ψ ; ϕ 
○ ϕ -> K+K- not easy
○ ϕ->l+l-  70k (80k) per 10fb-1/A for ep(eA); Requires good PID

● Lighter mesons correspond to larger dipoles which display more shadowing
○ Systematic study to fully map out saturation as a function of x,Q2

○ Separate Y(1S),Y(2S),Y(3S)
○ Reconstruct low p

T
 kaons from ϕ

● Coh/incoh: how well can we use nuclear breakup to classify events?
● Some incoherent photoproduction does not lead to neutron emission. 
● Pileup events can make coherent photoproduction look incoherent.



Inelastic and elastic vector meson production and gluon fluctuations

Measurement of elastic and inelastic vector meson 
production provides unique window into the gluon 
density fluctuations



Outlook for Pavia

● Several topics are being run through simulations
○ See which ones drive detector requirements most
○ Meson structure looks “golden” in that regard

● Other topics need to start running simulations
○ Additional workforce always welcome!


